
 

The Style Attic. 

 

1) We offer a minimum of a one month contract based on 30 days. Should you require the furniture 

longer, while we do bill you for another month in full, once you call us to let us know you no 

longer require the furniture, we will reimburse you to that day. Therefore you are basically 

charged on a daily rate. The daily rate is calculated on the monthly furniture rental divided by 30. 

Occasionally we are able to offer a discount on the subsequent months however this is subject to 

the time of the year. 

 

• 2017 special- we are currently offering an additional 5 days hire FREE of charge for the 

first month and will consider a 2 week hire if required. 
 

2) After the initial site visit and consultation, we are able to make changes to your contract in 

regards to changing the amount of furniture required or assisting you with storage however the 

best way of contact for this is to text or email us during business hours. We also need as much 

notice as possible so we can book our removalists if you require their assistance in moving your 

furniture. 

 
3) To save time and money, please try and keep all surfaces clear of any clutter as well as paint, 

tools, cleaning equipment etc. Lock away any pets and if possible, give us access to the property 

for a few hours without additional family members etc. When we have a tight deadline it is all 

hands on deck and we will be moving about the property quite quickly. It can also be quite 

difficult and dangerous to have small children around so if possible please arrange for them to be 

babysat etc. 

 
4)  If you are planning to stay in the property, it is ideal to keep your linen, towels and pillows on 

the beds etc as we can simply place our fresh linen over the top for photos and these can be 

brought out for home opens. Whilst we do not mind you using our linen, we do iron or steam the 

linen to look neat for the photos so it is best if it is kept this way for the home opens. 

 
5) Personal and expensive items such as perfumes, collectable items, religious items and family 

photos should be stored away. It is optimal to ‘neutralize’ the property to suit all potential 

buyers. 
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